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In this paper we give a simple proof for the reciprocity formula for the generaliz- 
ed Dedekind sums and derive an explicit expression for these sums. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The Bernoulli polynomials of order n, BP’(x) (n = 1, 2 ,..., r = 0, 1, 2 ), ,... 
are defined by the generating function 
which is convergent for I t 1 < 27~. See N. E. Norlund [ll, p, 1451. In particular 
we have B:‘)(x) = B,(x) where B,(x) (r = 0, 1, 2,...) are Bernoulli poly- 
nomials. We note that 
B,(x + 1) - B,(x) = t-x-1 (2) 
for r = 1,2,..., B,(x) = 1, B,(x) = (2x - 1)/2, and B,(x) = (6x2 - 6x + 1)/6. 
We define P,(x) for r = 0, 1, 2 ,..., so that P,.(x) = B,(x) for 0 < x < 1 
where B,(x) is the rth Bernoulli polynomial defined above and P,.(x + 1) = 
P,(x) for any real x. 
We define the generalized Dedekind sums by 
s&z, b I x, y) = ‘;fol P, ( ‘(’ b’ ‘I- + x) PI (=+), (3) 
where r is a nonnegative integer, a and b are integers, b # 0, and x and y are 
real numbers. The functions 
(4) 
are called Dedekind sums. 
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The functions s(a, b) were introduced by R. Dedekind [7] in 1892 and 
he demonstrated that ~(a, b) satisfies a reciprocity equation. In later years 
several mathematicians generalized $a, b) and showed that the generalized 
functions too satisfy a reciprocity equation. In 1957 C. Meyer [IO] considered 
(3) for r = 1 when x and y are rational numbers. See also U. Dieter [8], [9]. 
The case where r = 1 and x and y are real numbers was considered in 1964 by 
H. Rademacher [13]. In 1950 T. M. Apostol [I], [2] studied (3) in the case 
where r is a nonnegative integer and x = y = 0. See also L. Carlitz 131. 
[4]. In 1964 L. Carlitz [5], [6] studied (3) in the general case. For the theory of 
Dedekind sums we refer to H. Rademacher and E. Grosswald [14]. 
Tn this paper we shall give a simple proof for the reciprocity formula for (3). 
This formula was found by L. Carlitz [5], [6] in 1964. Here we shall show that 
the reciprocity formula is an easy consequence of two different representa- 
tions of B’,?‘(s ~-- y). In addition we shall deduce an explicit expression for (3). 
2. AUXILIARY THEOREMS 
LEMMA 1. !f m is a positive integer, we have 
for r -= 0, 1, 2 ,..., and any x. 
Proof. By a theorem of J. L. Raabe [12] we have 
rn’--’ x B, (+) = B,(x). 
This proves (5) for 0 < x < 1. Since P,(x + 1) = P,(x), therefore (5) is 
true for any x. We can easily prove (6). If we multiply (6) by Y/r! and add 
for r = 0, 1, 2 ,..., then by (1) both sides are equal. 
LEMMA 2. Zf m and FI are positive integers, and d = (m, n) is the greatest 
common divisor of m and n, then 
‘“c’ 7 p, (z-$L + J+) = p, ( “y 1: nx )(+E,‘-’ 
idJ j=O 
(7) 
for r = 0, 1, 2 ,..., and any x and y. 
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Proof. By (5) the left-hand side of (7) is equal to 
-.& z; p, (x + rn’“,+ j) ) = --& ‘“:yy P, ( my If nx + $). (8) 
Here we used that for j = 0, l,..., n - 1 the residues of mj (mod n/d) are 
k = 0, I,..., n/d - 1, each occurring exactly d times. By (5) the right-hand 
side of (8) is equal to the right-hand side of (7). This proves (7). 
LEMMA 3. We have 
(r + 1) PAX + YWd4 + PI( 
= g (’ ) ‘) P&X> P,+~Y) + rPT+dx + v> 
for r = 0, 1, 2 ,..., and for any x and y. 
proof. By expressing B$(X + y) in two different forms we obtain the 
identity 
(r + 1) 4.(x + .JWW + MY)1 - r&+dx + Y> 
= g (’ ) ‘) &cd &+1-,(Y). 
See N. E. Norlund [ll, pp. 145, 1491. The proof of (10) is easy. If we multiply 
both sides of (10) by t?+l/(r + I)! and add for r = 0, 1, 2,..., then by (1) 
both sides are equal. 
Since Pr(x + 1) = P,(x), it is sufficient to prove (9) for 0 d x < 1 and 
O~y-~1.IfO~x-~1,O,<y<1andx+y~1,then(9)istrueby(10). 
If we take into consideration that P,(x) = B,(x) - r(x - 1),-l for 1 < x < 2, 
then it follows immediately from (10) that (9) is true for 0 < x < 1,0 < y < 
1 and 1 < x + y < 2 too. This proves (9). 
We note that if r = 1, then (9) reduces to 
2Plb + Y)[Pl(X> + PI(Y)1 = Pdx) + 2Pdx) PI(Y) + P2(Y> + PAX + Y>- 
(11) 
This equation can easily be proved directly. 
3. THE RECIPROCITY FORMULA 
First, we note that s,(a, b ) x, y) satisfies the following equations 
~,(a,blx+ 1,y)=~,(a,bIx,y) WI 
da, b I x, Y + 1) = s&z, b I x, Y) (13) 
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and 
(14) 
for n = 0, +l, &2 ,... . These equations follow immediately from (3) if we 
take into consideration that P,(x + 1) = P,(x). 
By using (5) we can prove that 
s,(nu, nb I x, y) = s,(Q, b I x, Y) (15) 
for n = 1, 2,... . Furthermore, by (3) and (5) it follows that 
44 b I x, Y) = f’,(x) Pd Y) (16) 
if b = 1, 2,... . 
We mention also that from (3) and (5) we can deduce the following 
equations 
m-1 mfl S, (a, b I x + f , y ) = s,(ma, b I mx, Y> 
i=O 
(17) 
and 
n-l n’-l C s, 
j=O 
(u, b I x, y + 4) = ~,(a, nb I x, ny) (18) 
for m = 1, 2 ,..., and n = 1, 2 ,... . 
For sr(u, b I x, JJ) we have the following reciprocity law. 
THEOREM 1. If r = 0, l,..., a and b are positive integers, and x and y are 
real numbers, we have 
(r + l)bb’&, b t x, Y> + ba%(b, a I Y, 41 
bju’+l-jP,(x) P,+l-j( y) + rd2rP,+1 ( a’ : bx ) (19) 
where d = (a, b) is the greatest common divisor of a and b. 
Proof. If a and b are positive integers, then by (5) we can write that 
s,(u, b ) x, y) = a+-l 1;; ;z; P, (+ + 9) pl (9) c2’) 
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and 
s,(b, a 1 y, x) = b?-1 y y Pp$ + q-qPl pg). (21) 
i-0 j=o 
Thus 
= (r + l)@)$ 8g P$+ + q+)[Pp$) $,Pl (qq]. 
i=* j=* 
(22) 
If in (22) we use the identity (9) and form the sums by using (5) and (7), then 
we get (19). 
If, in particular, r = 1, then (19) reduces to 
2&,(~, b I 4 Y) -I- %(b, a I Y, 41 
= uPz(y) + 2ubP,(y) I+> + bP,(x) + d2P, ( a’ ; bx ). (23) 
4. AN EXPLICIT EXPRESSION FOR s7(u, b / x, y) 
In what follows we shall give an explicit expression for the determination 
of ~,.(a, b I X, y). We use the Euclidean algorithm. We assume that a, b, r 
are positive integers and x and y are real. numbers. The case of r = 0 is 
trivial. By (3) and (5) we have 
da, b I x, Y) = PAX). 
Let us express u/b as a continued fraction of the form 
(24) 
where q. is a nonnegative integer and ql , q2 ,..., qk are positive integers. We 
can determine q. , q1 ,..., qk by the Euclidean algorithm 
kl = 4i4 + &+I (26) 
for i = 0, l,..., k where a-, = a, a, = b, 0 -=c ui < aim1 for 1 < i d k and 
U h+l = 0. Then ak = d = (a, b), the greatest common divisor of a and b. 
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Let us define si and ti for i = - 1, 0, I ,..., k by 
si = qg-1 + si-2 
where s-I = 1 and s,, = go, and 
(27) 
where t-, = 0 and to = 1. 
By induction we can prove that 
for i = 0, l,..., k. 
We have 
ai = (- l)i(bs&l - a&) i.30) 
for i = 0, l,..., k. Since by (30) a, = b and a, = a - q,,b, and since (30) satis- 
fies the recurrence formula (26), it follows that (30) is indeed true. Since 
a - 0, it follows from (30) that sk/tk = a/b. k+l -- 
LEMMA 4. We have 
li (-1)’ (-1)” tk-1 c ~ = i=l w-, akb - ’ (31) 
Proof. We observe that 
ai-,ti-, + aiti-2 = b (32) 
for i = I, 2,..., k. If in (32) we express ai and ai- by (30) and if we use (29), 
then the left-hand side becomes b. By (32) we have 
4-l -u-++L (33) 
z ag-, 
for i = 1, 2,..., k. If we multiply (33) by (-l)i and add for i = 1, 2,..., k, we 
get (31). 
Finally, let us introduce the notation 
zi = siy + tix (34) 
for i = -1, 0, l,..., k and write z.+ = X. We can determine zf for i = 0, 
1 ,*-*, k by the recurrence formula 
Zi = qiZi-1 + Zi-2 (35) 
where .z-, = x and z-~ = y. 
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We note that 
aiz, + ai+lzi-l = UY + bx (36) 
for i = -1, 0, l,..., k. This follows from (29), (30) and (34). 
Now we are going to prove the following explicit expression for s&z, b ] x, y). 
THEOREM 2. If a, b, r are positive integers and if x and y are real numbers, 
we have 
s,(u, b 1 X, y) = (r + i) b7-1 lg (-lY $1 (’ T ‘) aFa!;:PAzi) Pv+I-AG-J 
_ (- 1)‘” rd2+ltkdl 
(r + 1) b’ 
p,+1( ay ff bx )9 
where ai , zt and tkdI are defined by (26), (35) and (28), respectively. 
Proof. Let us introduce the following notations 
da, b I x, Y) = (r + WbWa, b I x, Y) + ba%@, a I Y, ~11, 
Pi = dai 3 aif I G-1 9 G) 
and 
for i = -1, 0, I,..., k. Then sT(a, b I x, y) = f-l . 
By (14) and (40) it follows that 
(37) 
(38) 
(39) 
(9 
fi = s,(ai - qr+lai+l , ai+l I Zi-1 + qi+lzr , Zi) = &(&+a , ai+l I zi+l , Zi) 
(41) 
for i = -1, 0, l,..., k - 1. If we apply (19) to the extreme right member of 
(41), then we get 
(r + l)(ai+2ai+Ifi + ai+Iai’,zf;+l) = ~i+~ (42) 
for i = -1, 0, l,..., k - 2, and by (16) and (41) we have 
fkmI = sz(O, ak I zk , zk-3 = P&k) Pdzk-d (43) 
If we multiply (42) by (-l)i/ai+Iai+2 and add for i = -1, 0, l,..., k - 2, 
we get 
(r + 1) b7+,(a, b I x, y) = y (,z+I’i + (--Ilk (r + 1) dr-%-l , (4) 
i=O 
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that is, 
= y (-l>i qJ(4 3 &+1 I zi 3 zi-1) + (-1)” (r + 1) d’-lP,(z,) P&k-1). (45) 
i=O aiaf+l 
If in (45) we replace ~(a, b ] x, y) by the right-hand side of (19), and if we 
make use of (31) and (36), then we obtain (37). 
If Y = 1 in (37) and if we take into consideration that 
4 
- = 4i+1 + z 3 
%l 
then we obtain that 
(46) 
~,(a, b / x, y) = ; (- l)i PI(zJ PI(ziJ + @ Tbqob) Pz(Y> 
i=O 
- ; il (-1)” q,P&-1) - (--?Jbdt,-l Pz ( ay ; bx )> 
(47) 
and by (47) we get 
12s(a, b) = 
a - qob - (-l)k dt,-, 
b - ti (-l)i hi - 3). (448) 
Formulas (37), (47) and (48) are well suited for the use of a calculator. 
Only a few memory registers are needed to store the partial sums and 
temporarily the quantities qr , a, , aiel , ti , tin1 , zi and zivI . 
Finally, we note that by (47) it follows that 
12l~,(~,blx,y)l < 2 I@ +3k+5 
i=l 
for any x and y. 
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